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We report on spectral intensity and group delay measurements of the highest-occupied molecularorbital (HOMO) recombination dipole moment of N2 in the molecular-frame using high harmonic
spectroscopy. We take advantage of the long-wavelength 1.3 µm driving laser to isolate the HOMO
in the near threshold region, 19–67 eV. The precision of our group delay measurements reveals
previously-unseen angle-resolved spectral features associated with autoionizing resonances, and allows quantitative comparison with cutting-edge correlated 8-channel photoionization dipole moment
calculations.
PACS numbers: 32.70.-n, 42.65.Ky, 42.65.Re

Molecular-frame photoionization and recombination [1–4] contains a rich abundance of information
about orbital structure and dynamics that is washed-out
in traditional [5] extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) spectroscopy of randomly-oriented molecules. Knowledge of
molecular orientation in most valence-shell photoionization experiments requires using laser-induced impulsive
pre-alignment techniques [6] when the ion does not
dissociate, thus necessitating short-pulsed XUV sources
for spectroscopy like high-order harmonic generation
(HHG) [7], femtosecond sliced synchrotrons [8], or freeelectron lasers [9]. Among these, HHG is unique in that
it allows for complete characterization of the complex
transition dipole matrix element in both magnitude
(the cross section) and phase. In scattering terms,
photoionization and recombination are described as halfcollisions, whereby a continuum electron wavepacket
acquires an extra phase while it is temporarily trapped
or repulsed by the ionic potential [10]. This simple
picture must be amended if the dipole phase is not linear
with frequency, as occurs across resonance features like
multi-center interferences [11], Cooper minima [12],
shape resonances, and autoionization resonances [13],
in which case the electron wavepacket is both delayed
and reshaped [12, 14]. In the molecular frame, such
spectral features may have strong angular variations due
to the effective inter-nuclear distance and shape of the
potential seen by the electron at a given angle. In this
letter, we show that the dipole phase is also a sensitive
probe of electron correlation by performing an accurate
experimental characterization of both the magnitude
and group delay of nitrogen’s dipole moment. Using
mid-infrared (1.3 µm wavelength) driven HHG spanning
the vicinity of the 3σg shape resonance (pathological
region where resonances strongly distort the dipole), our
results provide a benchmark for advanced theoretical
predictions.
Instead of using the XUV to photoionize nitrogen, here

the XUV is generated in aligned N2 , allowing us to study
its dipole through the recombination process in which an
electron wavepacket (EWP) is prepared in the continuum
by strong-field ionization and accelerated back to the ion
by the intense laser field [15, 16], a technique that has
come to be known as high harmonic spectroscopy (HHS).
When the harmonic process is driven in the tunneling ionization regime (the Keldysh parameter [17] is γ = 0.62
for our experimental conditions) without ground-state
depletion, the associated recombination dipole is equivalent to the time-reversed photoionization dipole [18–
20]. HHS has been previously applied to N2 [21, 22] in
the context of molecular tomography [21, 23], although
driven with Ti:Sapphire lasers (0.8 µm wavelength). In
such conditions, HHS is plagued by the intricate contributions of the two highest-occupied molecular orbitals
(noted HOMO and HOMO–1 respectively) [24], preventing access to precise molecular dipoles over an extended
spectral range. The use here of a long-wavelength midIR driving pulse has several key advantages. Due to the
favorable λ2 -wavelength scaling of the harmonic cutoff
energy [15, 16], our spectrum covers a broad bandwidth
extending beyond 90 eV, almost twice the cutoff reached
at 0.8 µm, putting the shape resonance well-within the
harmonic plateau region, while simultaneously allowing
us to maintain a low laser intensity (1.3 × 1014 W/cm2 ),
drastically reducing the contribution of inner-shell orbitals and singling-out the HOMO [24]. Moreover, the
smaller harmonic spacing provides a 60% increase in sampling resolution compared to the earlier studies. As a
result, our experimental approach improves the measurement precision of molecular dipole moments and reveals
previously unseen structures associated with autoionization resonances, illustrating the ability of HHS to test
the accuracy of molecular-frame photoionization calculations.
The main experimental apparatus has been described
in refs. [12, 25].
Briefly, a 1 kHz repetition rate
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FIG. 1. HHG spectral intensity at 32 eV from N2 as a function of the pump-probe delay. The inset shows the nested
interferometer which creates the 4-kicker pulse train used to
populate a coherent rotational wavepacket in the molecular
ensemble. Each arrow indicates the delay of one kick. At 0
delay, the huge enhancement is due to the pump-probe temporal overlap. At 8.4 ps delay (respectively 16.8 ps), the trace
was recorded in the absence of the second (resp. third) kick.

Ti:Sapphire laser with 6 mJ pulse energy is used to pump
an optical parametric amplifier (OPA). The 1.3 µm signal output of the OPA, with 1.2 mJ pulses of 65 fs duration, is split into two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer: one arm drives HHG in a continuous gas jet
backed with 4 bar of N2 supplied through a 150 µm diameter nozzle, and the other arm is used to characterize the
HHG group delay using the reconstruction of attosecond
beating by interference of two-photon transitions (RABBITT) [26, 27] method. In the far field, a thin metallic foil absorbs the driving field, and an iris acts as a
spatial filter of the HHG emission. The harmonics are
then detected with a time-of-flight magnetic-bottle electron spectrometer (MBES) [28].
In order to achieve a high degree of molecular alignment (hcos2 (θ)i = 0.52 estimated from linear-rotor impulsive alignment simulations) while maintaining the
high gas density needed for efficient phase matching, we
incorporate the repetitive-kicking technique [29] using a
nested four-pulse kicker interferometer, see Fig. 1. The
0.8 µm depleted pump output of the OPA is split into
four delayed pulses by the nested interferometer and focused into the generation gas to prepare the molecular
alignment. The delay between each consecutive pulse in
the train of kicks is set to one full revival period of N2
(8.4 ps). The delay between the last kick and the generation probe pulse is set to the peak of the next halfrevival. A half-wave plate in the alignment beam controls
the angle between the probe polarization and the axis of
symmetry of the molecular ensemble, referred to as the
alignment angle.
To perform clean HHS, we need to ensure that the measured dipole comes from a single orbital. Indeed, significant contributions from the HOMO–1 have been evident
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FIG. 2. (Color online) N2 harmonic spectral intensity in the
cutoff region. Alignment angles are shown from 0◦ (light blue)
to 90◦ (light red). Each harmonic order is integrated for clarity.

mainly in the cutoff region [21–23, 30]. To this end, we
compare the harmonic spectral intensity measured for ten
alignment angles between 0◦ and 90◦ in 10◦ increments in
the upper plateau and cutoff region, as measured through
a 150 nm thick zirconium filter that passes the harmonics
above ∼60 eV (see Fig. 2). Each cutoff spectrum is corrected for the apparatus response function by dividing by
the Zr transmittance and the cross section of the MBES
argon detection gas. At low energies, the HHG yield
is strongest at 0◦ and decreases with increasing alignment angle, exactly as expected for the HOMO, which
has a σ orbital symmetry, giving it the highest probability along the molecular axis for both recombination
and strong-field ionization. However, for energies near
and above the cutoff at 90 eV, there is a reversal in the
HHG yield as a function of alignment angle, with the
highest yield occurring for 90◦ . This cutoff extension is
consistent with the onset of significant contributions from
the HOMO–1, which has a π orbital symmetry, giving it
the highest probability perpendicular to the molecular
axis for both recombination and strong-field ionization,
and whose ionization potential energy (Ip = 17.2 eV) is
higher than that of the HOMO (Ip = 15.58 eV), giving it
a slightly higher effective cutoff [22, 24]. This extension
and reversal in the cutoff, attributed to the HOMO–1,
has previously been observed in N2 at 0.8 µm, albeit at a
much lower energy [30, 31]. In our case, the lack of any
such reversal below 80 eV, see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(a), we
take to be a strong indication that the HOMO–1 does
not contribute significantly below the cutoff.
We now turn to the advanced characterization in magnitude and phase of the HOMO dipole in the 20–70 eV
region, as measured through a 200 nm thick aluminum
filter. In Fig. 3(a), we show the N2 plateau harmonic
spectral intensity as measured with the Al filter. The
intensity of each harmonic order is normalized by the
value measured at the same energy when generating in
unaligned N2 to completely calibrate out the detector
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Complex dipole of N2 . Harmonic spectral intensity normalized to the isotropic yield for different
alignment angles from 0◦ (light blue) to 90◦ (light red) as measured experimentally (a) and as predicted by theory using 3 (c)
and 8 (e) channel angle-convolved photoionization dipole moments. Dipole group delay as measured experimentally (b) and
as predicted by theory using 3 (d) and 8 (f) channels. In (b) only the largest and smallest errorbars are shown and offset for
clarity. The standard error of the experimental group delay is estimated from the fit to the RABBITT sideband oscillations.

response, including removing unwanted cyclotron modulation effects in the MBES at low energies. This normalization also removes the energy-dependence of the EWP.
In the RABBITT experiment, the quantity that is directly measured is not the spectral phase, ϕ(ω), itself, but
rather a discrete-difference approximation to the group
delay (GD), dϕ(ω)/dω, which is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
dipole GD is extracted from the total GD of the harmonics by subtracting GD contributions of the EWP calculated classically, the Al filter, and the atomic delay of the
detection gas, akin to the procedure described in ref. [12].
The experimental results are obtained by stitching together two sets of group delay measurements. Between
18 and 40 eV, the detection gas is argon. Above 40 eV,
the cross section in argon becomes small due to a Cooper
minimum [12], thus neon is used as the detection gas
above 32 eV. For the 5 sidebands in the overlap region
(32 to 40 eV), the agreement between the two datasets
is excellent and we present the average value over the
two measurements. Also, since our setup only allows for
the determination of the GD up to an unknown absolute constant, the constant offset of each curve is set to
minimize the quadratic difference to the 3-channel model
predictions, discussed below, in the 32–67 eV spectral region, where the experimental results and the predictions
of both models are relatively flat.

We now compare in Fig. 3 the measured angularlyresolved dipole intensities and group delays, below the
harmonic cutoff, with the predictions of a theoretical
model utilizing two photoionization dipoles of increasing complexity. A detailed description of how these two
dipoles have been calculated is presented in the Supplementary Information [32]. We start with accurate calculations of the parallel component (meaning the electron
propagates parallel to the polarization vector of the XUV
field) of the molecular-frame scattering-wave dipole matrix element [44, 45], dk(θ), describing the removal of an
electron from the 3σg orbital of N2 leading to the X 2 Σ+
g
state of N+
2 . The dipoles are calculated with fixed nuclei
at a separation distance of R = 1.09768 Å, and incorporate electron correlations among 3 or 8 total channels
(states). The channels are included following a decreasing order in the associated coupling strength. Therefore,
the 3-channel dipole includes autoionization resonances
from threshold up to 19 eV, and the 8-channel dipole includes autoionization resonances up to 34 eV. Note that,
up to now in HHS, the very qualitative comparison was
restricted to single or 3 channel calculations. We assume that, at the scale of the optical cycle, the nuclear
vibrational wavepacket populated in the X 2 Σ+
g state of
the ion does not evolve significantly and therefore the
nuclear auto-correlation function is set to 1 [22]. In or-
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where α is the angle between the pump and probe polarizations, θ0 and φ0 are the spherical angular coordinates of
the molecular axis in the probe frame, and θ is the polar
coordinate of the molecular axis in the pump frame given
by cos(θ) = cos(α) cos(θ0 ) + sin(α) sin(θ0 ) cos(φ0 ) [19]. In
the theoretical model, the molecular dipole
p is weighted
by the strong-field ionization amplitude Γ(θ) that is
angle dependent and cannot be factorized out. In the
calculation of Eq. (1) we use the experimental rate of
cos2 (θ)
ref. [46] described as follows: Γ(θ) = 1+1+
, with
 = 2.3. The alignment angular distribution ρ(θ), shown
in Supplementary Information [32] Fig. S1, is calculated
from a linear-rotor molecular-alignment simulation using the time-dependent Schrödinger equation [47] for our
multi-kick experimental conditions, estimated to consist
of: a gas rotational temperature of 150 K, kicking-pulse
intensities of 2×1013 W/cm2 , and pulse durations of 65 fs.
Figure 3(c–f) shows the results of the model calculations,
Eq. (1), for the angle-convolved 3-channel and 8-channel
dipole.
The overall agreement of the spectral intensity and
group delay between the experiment and the 3-channel
model in Fig. 3 is good, and the experimental agreement
with the 8-channel model is even better, for all alignment
angles. See also Fig. 4 for a direct overlay of the models
and experiment for the 0◦ case. The 3-channel dipole
calculations are in particularly good agreement with the
experiment above 30 eV. Notice that at 0◦ the spectrum
is peaked around 35 eV, revealing the wide shape resonance in the HOMO dipole [24, 44, 48, 49], although it
is shifted relative to the unconvolved theoretical dipole,
which peaks at 31 eV. In this spectral range, our results
are also in qualitative agreement with experimental photoionization cross sections from aligned N2 [4]. Below
30 eV, the strong oscillations in the group delay measurement associated with deviations in the bell-shape intensity curve are not found in the 3-channel predictions.
The 8-channel calculations predict these features, related
to autoionization resonances, much better. These narrow
autoionization resonances, observed for the first time in
HHS from N2 , are not completely resolved at this harmonic spacing, but are still clearly evident and contribute
to the zig-zag behavior in both the spectrum and group
delay between 20 and 30 eV. The zig-zag feature might
also be contaminated by the Fano resonance in the argon detection gas around 26 eV [50], however, the strong
angular dependence of our group delay measurements
shows that the detection gas is not the main source of
this zig-zag shape. Based on the comparison with theory, the largest feature in the experimental group delay at
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Complex dipole of N2 along the internuclear axis. Direct comparison between experiment and 3and 8-channel model of the dipole normalized intensity (a)
and group delay (b) for the ensemble of N2 aligned at 0◦ .

24.8 eV, which shows up as a dip in the GD for small angles, is caused by the shape resonance, heavily distorted
by the autoionization resonances and shifted by the angular convolution. There is, however, strong disagreement
in the spectral intensity for energies lower than 27 eV,
where the models predict a reversal in the dependence on
alignment angle that is not seen in the experiment. A few
prior experimental studies using 0.8 µm [21, 22, 30, 49, 51]
have investigated the spectral intensity behavior in this
low energy region, and all of them show results consistent
with our experiment, although we note that the model is
rather sensitive in this energy region to the exact shape
of the alignment distribution that is used in the angular
convolution, see Eq. (1). Other possible sources of discrepancy between experiment and theory could be the
perpendicular polarization component of the XUV for
alignment angles other than exactly 0◦ or 90◦ [52], or
nuclear vibrations [53], both of which are neglected in
the present model.
Interestingly, there is a striking difference between
our group delay measurement and previous findings at
0.8 µm [21, 22]. In the latter, the group delay at 90◦
is smaller than at 0◦ . In our measurements at 1.3 µm,
the group delay at different alignment angles are mainly
identical above 30 eV but at 24 eV the group delay at
0◦ is much smaller than at 90◦ . Since previous results
at 0.8 µm were interpreted as footprints of the HOMO–
1 in this spectral range, this difference can be considered as another proof of only the HOMO contributing to
the plateau region when longer-wavelength mid-IR lasers
drive the HHG process.
The precise dipole intensity and group delay measurements combined with advanced theoretical calculations
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presented here pave the way towards time-resolved studies of electron correlations through HHS. Sharpening our
knowledge of photoionization dipoles in regions where
complicated multi-electron interactions are found, up to
the point where the contributions of each channel are well
characterized, is a prerequisite for further time-resolved
ultrafast control and investigation. For example, although shape resonances are actually single-electron phenomena, their existence in one ionization channel can
amplify electron correlations at the resonance energy because the continuum electron, which is briefly trapped
locally near the ion, has more time to interact with the
other electrons before it escapes to large distances [54–
56]. Determining what degree of correlation and how
many (and which) states should be included to properly describe valence-shell photoionization still remains a
challenge for theory, emphasizing the need for more sensitive and alternate experimental measurements of these
highly-structured resonances. Our results suggest that
HHS fills this void.
In conclusion, we report on precise spectral intensity
and group delay investigations of HHS at 1.3 µm from
aligned N2 with a cutoff as high as 90 eV. This driving
wavelength allows us to measure a single-orbital dipole
with fine sampling over an unprecedented 50 eV spectral
bandwidth. We find good agreement between our experimental results and the most advanced photoionization
dipole calculations to-date in a pathological region combining a shape resonance and autoionizing resonances.
The latter features, observed for the first time in N2
HHS, required elaborated photoionization dipole calculations with 9 active electrons and autoionization states,
bringing the capabilities of HHS to a new stage. These
results open new perspectives for future attosecond timeresolved high harmonic spectroscopy studies where more
complicated correlated electron and light nuclei dynamics occur between ionization and recombination of the
EWP.
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A.C. acknowledges support from the collaboration program CNRS-PICS 2010–2012 under no. 5460. The authors acknowledge the technical assistance of Dietrich
Kiesewetter and Tim Gorman.
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